:
Host Bill_vTrek:
<<<RESUME MISSION>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
I think that's it
ZAXPAX:
i have my knife and fork
Xavyre:
:::sitting at the table looking at how the Hydrans eat:::::
mrg1207:
::At Console doing stuff::
Anders:
<Ok, i'm Ronalds all day. No little <Ronalds> thing though, to hard>
Host Bill_vTrek:
::eating dinner, consisting mostly of freshly killed rodent parts::
GoBucks1 has left the conversation.
Sea-Paladin:
::monitoring sensors for hostile ships::
mrg1207:
::You know, conn stuff::
Anders:
<Anders> Away at Earth
ZAXPAX:
::entering shuttle bay from conference mission::
Sea-Paladin:
:: Monitoring star charts and local traffic::
Hobbes1000:
::in his own sickbay, suffering from explosion burns. WOndering about Engineering::
Anders:
<From now on, Ronalds> :: Looking around engineering ::
Anders:
Hmm....
Sea-Paladin:
*Ronjomo* how are you?
Hobbes1000:
<Some Nurse> *Sea* ::intercepts comm:: The Doctor is currently unconscious.
ZAXPAX:
::TL to quarters and checks logs::
Bill_vTrek has left the conversation.
Sea-Paladin:
*Acknowledged* send him my regards
ZAXPAX:
*John Sea: Are you available to come to my quarters?
Sea-Paladin:
:: checks burns on self, acidic scars::
Xavyre:
:::::Eating::;
Hobbes1000:
*Sea* Aye Ensign.
Anders:
:: Starts to get clean-up crews working ::
Xavyre:
Hydran: So minister.  Shall we get to business on the negotiations?
Anders:
:: Taps a few buttons ::
Xavyre:
Hydran Minister>  Certainly Lt Xavyre
Re_Liance has joined the conversation.
Anders:
:: Looks around ::
Sea-Paladin:
*Nm'ber* on my way
Anders:
:: Heads to TL :: Sickbay please
Xavyre:
Hydran: Great.  I am the mission specialist for our negotiations and I will be doing most of the talking under the supervision of my commander Lt ISon here.
ZAXPAX:
::scans logs science stations::
Anders:
:: Walks out and heads into Sickbay and looks for Ronjomo ::
Anders:
:: Sees him and walks up ::
mrg1207:
::Gets bored as a board, so goes to engineering::
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> Anders: sir? how may I help you?
Anders:
<Hobbes: I'm Ronalds today... Anders is on a honeymoon... (just getting off work!)>
mrg1207:
TL: Main  Engineering.
Hobbes1000:
<whoops!>
Xavyre:
Minsiter>  Lt Xavyre our first concern is how will this extraction of the Berellium affect out planets eco system?
Sea-Paladin:
::rings Nm'ber's quarters button::
Anders has left the conversation.
ZAXPAX:
Enter
mrg1207:
::arrives at main engineering::
Sea-Paladin:
Hello Sir, good afternoon
ZAXPAX:
John: WHAT happened to you!?!?
Xavyre:
@Xavyre>  Well Minister we have estimated no potential damage to the planet at tall.
ZAXPAX:
::looks at burns
ZAXPAX:
::
Xavyre:
@Xavyre> Since thi sis such a large planet the amount that will be mined is very insignificant.
Xavyre:
@Minister>  Well that sounds good.
Sea-Paladin:
I was endevouring to aid Mr. Ronjomo in a scientific experiement which became unstable due to electron exchange
ZAXPAX:
This can wait if you need treatment
Re_Liance has left the conversation.
Xavyre:
@Minister> We were hoping receive some other benefits also from your side.
Xavyre:
@Xavyre>  Other....benefits?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: No sir, my half vulcan physique allowed me to remain on duty
Xavyre:
@Minister>  Yes we decided that we want immediate entrance into the Federation and full military protection from any potential enemies.
ZAXPAX:
Ok, I just need a quick report about the berillium content
Anders has joined the conversation.
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::quickly smooths out her uniform, because she secretly has a crush on the engineer:: Ronalds: The Doctor is currently unconscious. If you request it, I will contact you when he awakes
Xavyre:
@Xavyre> Well sir under the UFP charter it is impossible to have a potential member state join the Federation sooner than five years.
mrg1207:
::gets bored as a board in engineering,so he heads back to the bridge::
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: I will need to consult with Mr. Ronjomo before the findings can be analyzed
mrg1207:
TL: Bridge
Xavyre:
@> Xavyre>  We can of course offer you military protection before you have become a full member.
ZAXPAX:
John: I understand that, I'm just looking for your impressions
Anders:
That will be fine. Thank you Doctor, i'll see you later. :: Smiles and walks away ::
Xavyre:
@>Minster>  Will you allow our people to serve on your space craft?
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::looks at the engineer, dreamily::
Xavyre:
@Xavyre>  Well sir any of your people who pass the Star Fleet academy entrence exam can someday qualify for ship duty, once your planet has received probationary status within the UFP.
Anders:
:: Straightens uniform and fixes hair and then walks away, as he has a crush on that nurse ::
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: the substance is unique, and tends to create a pattern of electron sharing, high energy and needs to be calculated precisely
Sea-Paladin:
Nmb'r
Anders:
<Nm'ber>
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: potentially good conductor
ZAXPAX:
::taps consol looking for ..................::
Anders:
:: Walks out and heads into TL and heads for Ten-Forward ::
mrg1207:
::TL stops and lights dim::
Xavyre:
@Hydran> I see. You Federations move slowly.  We Hydrans move with the swift actions of predators.  Similar to the well known Cardassians.
Anders:
:: Walks out of TL and heads into Ten-forward and sits ::
Xavyre:
@Xavyre> The Cardassians?
mrg1207:
Himself: DARN!
ZAXPAX:
John: I notice that the superconductiviity of this element tends to make it unstable for certain applications
Xavyre:
@Minister> Yes they are good friends of ours.
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::puts the Doctor on full audio diagnostics, rushes to the monitor in the Doctor's office, and brings up pix of the engineer on the desktop computer::
Xavyre:
@Xavyre> Ah yes the Cardassians are becoming good friends with the Federation also.
mrg1207:
::Finds a jefferies tube::
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: yes, if it were to be used in neural packs it would have to be shielded
ZAXPAX:
John: Your experiment could have been disasterous
Anders:
I'll take a Saurian Brandy....
Anders:
:: Gets it ::
Anders:
Thank you.
Anders:
:: Takes a sip and decides to hail Anders ::
Anders:
:: Takes a PADD and communicates him ::
mrg1207:
::Crawls through the jefferies tube::
Anders:
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!
Anders:
Communication channel open.
Xavyre:
@Hydran>  Have you considered assigning a permenant attachement of Star Fleet officers or a ship in our area incase the Klingons attack?
Anders:
:: Smiles ::
ZAXPAX:
John: I recommend you run sims before experimenting near people. ok?
Hobbes1000:
<Computer> Current Status: Conscious... Heart Rate: 105bpm... Adrenaline content...
Anders:
Hello, Anders!
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: unfortuately we were unaware of the superconductive properties of the element, it is fortunate that we discovered this on a small scale
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::gasps and rushes to teh doctor::
Anders:
<Anders> Howdy, Jay!
Xavyre:
@Xavyre> We had planned on leaving a few of our security and engineering oficers behind.
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> Doctor, can you hear me? Doctor?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Yes sir, we had contained the experiment in a force field and believed to have taken precautions
Hobbes1000:
Uugh...
mrg1207:
::gets out of Jefferies tube into.....::
ZAXPAX:
John: If you feel up to it, lets go to the science lab and take a closer look
Xavyre:
@Minster>  :::the minister waves his hands and a great book is brought out::::
Hobbes1000:
*Ronalds* The Doctor is awake, sir.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: it was unusually high energy
mrg1207:
::...A lifeboat::
Anders:
Well, so far i've been fine on the Yamato... A nurse in Sickbay is attracted to me, I think... 
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Yes sir, following
Anders:
*Nurse* Thank you, i'm speaking to Anders, so it'll be a minute! Ronalds out...
ZAXPAX:
John: Come with me.::leaves quarters with John::::enters sceince lab 1::
Anders:
See? You could tell in the voice?
Sea-Paladin:
::follows::
mrg1207:
::Accidently hits life boat ejection button::
Anders:
<Anders> Yep, I know she is... I've heard stories.
mrg1207:
Himself: Darn.
Sea-Paladin:
::meditating on experiment::
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::shocked at the Ensign's first name usage of a commanding officer and loses all romantic interest in him:: *Ronalds* Aye sir. Nurse out!
Anders:
By the way, it looks like your on your way back already!
ZAXPAX:
John: Ok, now, lets set up a scanner over here on the element and count the radiation emmissions and electron count for 30 seconds.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: the remains of the experiment were beamed off the ship
ZAXPAX:
We'll just start again, no problem
Anders:
<Anders> Yep, I am
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: establishing equipment, 
ZAXPAX:
Lets just watch what it does naturally
mrg1207:
::steers his little lifeboat towards ship::
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Aye, 
Anders:
Did you hear that, Anders? Now hates me becasue I called you "Anders".
Xavyre:
@Minster>  We are ready to sign your treat Lt Xavyre.
mrg1207:
COM: Yamato, come in yamato...
Anders:
<Anders> I'll talk her back to you... shes my good friend. Don't worry, shes just a weird one... <bg>
Xavyre:
@>Xavyre:::::looking surprised:::::::  Oh already? Okay thats great!
mrg1207:
COM: Yamato, come in..
ZAXPAX:
John: this is interesting, it seems to be bombarding itself with nuetrinos, its shrinking in size. hmmmmm.
Xavyre:
@>Minster> But you must sign in the traditional way.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: It will be difficult for the Hydrans to mine this
Hobbes1000:
::begins to cough up blood (which isn't good, btw)::
ZAXPAX:
I can see why
mrg1207:
COM: Yamato, come in already!
Xavyre:
@>Xavyre> ::Sighs then cuts his finger and sings his name in blood::::
Anders:
<Anders> Oh, and yes... I'm on Monitor on the way back... I'm just a few minutes away!
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::runs a tricorder over teh doctor and administers a hypo::
Xavyre:
@>Minster:::The minister signs his name in his blood::::::
Anders:
Well, It's been dull withougt  you...
Anders:
Ronalds Out...
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: should the Hydrans discover its explosive properties it could be used as a weapon and cause political /social turmoil
Xavyre:
@Minster> Very wgood then we are now sworn brothers in the galactic spaceways.
ZAXPAX:
John: i think we are going to have to nuetualize this element before mining it
mrg1207:
COM:<ensign>:Tombs: Hello, Lt. how'd you get out there?
Xavyre:
@>Xavyre>  :::thinks we are?:::  Ah yes of course Minister.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: the Prime Directive may become involved if we share the explosive nature
Xavyre:
@Xavyre: Well we must go now.  It was a pleasure.
Xavyre:
@*Yamato*  Please beam us up!
Anders:
<Anders> Out!
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: dangerous information
ZAXPAX:
John: If we bombard it with positons it may "calm" it down enough 
mrg1207:
COM: Ensign: a long story
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Awaiting instructions
mrg1207:
COM: please open up the shuttlebay.
Xavyre:
@:::teh AT gets beamed up to the Yamato:::::::::
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> Watches as all standard practices fail on the doctor. Then remember that he's a betazoid:: Ohhh....
ZAXPAX:
John: lets put a containment field around it and see if we can nuetralize it's effect
mrg1207:
COM: <ENSIGN>: Aye sir
Xavyre:
:::arives in TR3:::::
Anders:
:: USS MONITOR APPROACHING USS YAMATO ::
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::begins administering betazoid medications::
mrg1207:
::Goes back to ship thru shuttlebay 3::
Sea-Paladin:
::establishing field::
Xavyre:
Bill:  I've got a headache Xavyre you take commadn of the bridge until the Captain gets here okay?
Anders:
<USS Monitor> Hailing USS Yamato
Hobbes1000:
<Anders, that announcement should have been in action quotes :-)>
Xavyre:
To Bill: Right sir.
mrg1207:
::Is back aboard and goes to bridge::
Anders:
<Ok... Sorry!>
Xavyre:
::::Heads to bridge::::
ZAXPAX:
John: try bombarding it with 10-3rd power of......
Xavyre:
:::Exits Tl and enters the bridge:::::
ZAXPAX:
WAIT
mrg1207:
::Sits at his chair::
Sea-Paladin:
::no action::
ZAXPAX:
John: the sims seem to indicate an increase in power if we do that
Anders:
<USS Monitor> Come in, Yamato.
Xavyre:
::::walks to command chair::::  
Xavyre:
Status Report everyone?
Xavyre:
::Sits down::::
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::notes that the doctor has too many human medications in him and is rejecting all betazoid medications. begins to worry::
Xavyre:
:::likes the feel of the chair:::::
Anders:
<USS Monitor> USS Yamato, please respond!
Hobbes1000:
<The Guy who gets hails> Yes, Monitor! We read!
ZAXPAX:
John: you've been working on this, any ideas on stabilizing this, it seems to want to explode if tampered with!?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: perhaps magnetic  encasement, like the warp core
Anders:
<USS Monitor> Oh, ok. Anders Imboden is ready to beam back aboard to you.
Xavyre:
<The Guy who gets hails>:  What is that Ensign?
Anders:
<USS Monitor> Ensign?
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> *Sea and Nm'ber* Sirs, I am having a few troubles with Doctor Ronjomo. Would you please come down to sick bay asap?
Anders:
<USS Monitor> We have Imboden ready to beam aboard...
Hobbes1000:
<TGWGH> Beam him aboard!
Xavyre:
<The Guy who gets hails>::  captain we have a hail from the Monitor.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: the element should be used independently as a noble element without contact with other elements, it is stable with other same elements
Hobbes1000:
<Captain> On screen.
ZAXPAX:
John: ok increase the containment field so we can reproduce a warp bubble. If we can't do it here, we will have to try it in a holodeck and watch from a viewer, just to be safe.
Xavyre:
<Okay>
Anders:
<USS Monitor> This is Captain John Romado of the USS Monitor, we have Anders Imboden ready to beam back aboard to your ship.
mrg1207:
Xav: Where's the captain?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: creating field, suggest not mixing this element with other elements only like ones
Hobbes1000:
<Baz> Romado. Aye! Energizing!
Xavyre:
Tombs: He's on his rest shift.
Hobbes1000:
<Transporter Cheif> ::beams Anders:: Welcome, sir!
mrg1207:
Xav: ah
Anders:
<USS Monitor> Thank you, we will be leaving now..
Anders:
Thank you, Chief...
Hobbes1000:
<Baz> Aye, Mintor. HAve a nice day!
Xavyre:
Guy: Send them our thanks.
Anders:
Lets go!
ZAXPAX:
John: understood, lets see if we can reproduce a like element only reverse its polarity and see if that will help stabilze it
Anders:
:: Walks with Alexis to quarters ::
Anders:
:: Walks in and starts to unpack ::
Xavyre:
*Nm'br*  Whats the status Nm'br?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Aye, the substance seems to exist stabily with itself
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::watches Doc continue to cough up blood and reject all medications. begins pacing:: *ANYONE* This is Nurse Wakko. I request help in Sick Bay immediately!
Anders:
:: Not much TO unpack so hes done ::
Anders:
*Nurse Wakko* This is Lt. JG Imboden, I'm on the way. 
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: inserting second atom of substance
Xavyre:
:::stands up:::  Nmbr: What is the status of sciences work?
Anders:
::  Runs to TL and goes out into Sickbay ::
ZAXPAX:
John: boy the way this is reacting, I don't think we want to bring much more of this onboard,what do you think
Anders:
:: Runs up to Wakko :: 
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> ::paces, waiting for the ce::
Anders:
Yes, Nurse...
Hobbes1000:
The Doc is coughing up blood.
Xavyre:
:::walks up to Science One:::
Hobbes1000:
I gave him human medications before realizing he was Betazoid.
Anders:
God!
ZAXPAX:
*Xav: we're close to an answer on ....
Anders:
Can you take them out?
Hobbes1000:
Now, he is rejecting all the betazoid medications.
ZAXPAX:
Oh, hi Xav
Xavyre:
Nm'br: I see any concrete findings?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: it is stabile with itself but too volitole for any but military uses
Hobbes1000:
Anders: Negative, sir. They've begun to absorb into his body. The only way is to remove all his blood, and taht woudl kill him.
Xavyre:
:::nods head at Ens Sea::::
ZAXPAX:
Xav: good weapon, bad containment
Xavyre:
Nm'br: Weapon?
Anders:
Well, try to contain him and steady his Heart... 
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: I strongly suggest that the Hydrans not be told of its properties, it could disrupt their society
ZAXPAX:
Xav: seems to want to explode when refined in any way we have been working on
Anders:
:: Starts to do CPR ::
Xavyre:
Nm'br: Facinating.
Hobbes1000:
::puts a holohelper around his heart::
Xavyre:
Nm'br: Sounds great. Keep me updated.
Xavyre:
:::goes to sit in chair:::
Anders:
Get some charges to his heart...
ZAXPAX:
Xav: don't recommend we bring much more of this aboard until we can nuetralize it better
Hobbes1000:
::rushes up and puts the two things on his chest::
Xavyre:
*Engineering*  Engineering what is the status down there?
Anders:
:: Takes a neuro charger or something ::
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Tacfleet weapons would appreciate this but it is a dipolmatic incident waiting to happen
Anders:
:: Zaps him ::
Hobbes1000:
AGAIN!
Hobbes1000:
beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep!
ZAXPAX:
John: We'll report this to the Captain and let him decide
Hobbes1000:
beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.....
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse> Oh no.... I killed him... ::begins to sob::
Bachoa has joined the conversation.
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: Aye sir
Anders:
*Xavyre* This is Imboden, i'm in sickbay helping to cure Ronjomo...
Anders:
RECOVER HIM!
Anders:
:: Starts to recover him ::
Hobbes1000:
::continues to sob:: I killed him!
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: maybe a source of fuel
Xavyre:
*Anders*: I thought he was getting better? Whts his status?
Anders:
It's all right... i'm getting  signs back...
ZAXPAX:
John: lets keep working on this, there must be a way to contain this safely, even if we must transport it in it's raw form
Hobbes1000:
beeep beeep beeep beeeeeeeeeeee...
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: communications, several constructive possibilities
Hobbes1000:
::looks up, then sobs yet again::
Anders:
*Xavyre* I'm trying to help him... hes died, but I'm bringing him back... I can still cure him...
ZAXPAX:
John: uh, you lost me?
Hobbes1000:
::stumbles over to the console, and just keeps pushing energy to the heart::
Xavyre:
*Anders*: Alright. Keep me informed.
Anders:
Nurse: Wait on a second.... Thats enough to the heart...
Anders:
I've regained Vital Signs
Hobbes1000:
::teary eyed, looks up::
Anders:
Hes alive now....
Xavyre:
Tombs:  What is our current position?
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: its high energy properties could be used as a power source for a transmitter or to filter jammed communications
Anders:
:: Takes to Neural Lazers and begins to heal him ::
Hobbes1000:
::sobs:: Anders: hi cun't beweeeve hi halmost gilled hhim!
mrg1207:
Xav: Orbit around the planet
Anders:
He'll live...
Anders:
*Xavyre* He will live, I think
Anders:
*Xavyre* Hardley..
Bachoa has left the conversation.
Xavyre:
Tombs: Okay as per our agreement with the Hydrans pull us to a higher orbit.
Hobbes1000:
beep beep beep...
Sea-Paladin:
Nm'br: maybe a closer look at its electron shell would yield information
Anders:
Hes regained most Vital Signs
Xavyre:
*Anders* Right. Xavyre out.
mrg1207:
Xav: Nearest starbase is 3 minutes away at warp6.
ZAXPAX:
John: hmmmm, an idea,  let's beam it off the ship and then send a sub'space transmission wave through it and see if it amplifies the signal
Anders:
He just needs to recooperate
Anders:
We saved him.
Xavyre:
Tombs: Just keep us at a high orbit.
Anders:
:: Smiles and sighs ::
mrg1207:
Xav: Aye
Hobbes1000:
<Nurse>::runs up to the ce and gives him a big hug, three teary smooches, and runs into the dr's office sobbing::
Xavyre:
Tombs: We don't want to interfere with theri museum.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>
ZAXPAX:
John: pack it inot a probe
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>

